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ABSTRACT 
Data’s are unstructured format. Consider the real time data. Every data should be high dimensionality. Taking the sample of high 
dimensionality data s, these datasets are irrelevant data’s.  Data s are redundant .Filter the irrelevant data’s . Check the data’s are 
not redundant. Resample the data from sample data set apply the feature selection algorithm, this algorithm predict the data with 
accurate, wrapping the data. Normally accuracy is produced by eliminating noise improve gain. Here experiments also show the 
method of FS algorithm methods with lower cost. the quality of data. In this paper we implemented the FS algorithm to adapt 
hybrid procedure by information 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The term data mining refers unstructured data are converted into high dimensionality data. Normally high 

dimensionality data leads to accuracy and performances. Dataset with high dimensional features have more 

complex. It takes long and high computational time for classification. Feature selection of dataset is one of the 

important aspects of data mining technique. Normally feature selections are used in artificial intelligence 

learning technique. Her the problem of feature subset selection is that of finding a subset of the original features 

of a data set. 

Feature selection has a key of big area of research in the field of machine learning, data mining and pattern 

matching. Subset evaluation depends on classification of filter and wrapper. Filter methods use the feature 

selection process, by operating the feature space rather than data space minority sampling technique used 

decision based concept by applying tree based structure. This decision oriented tree based structure is 

considered as a minimal risk, data’s are not corrupted. 

 

Feature selection: 

Consider the original set of N feature that chooses a minimum subset of M feature. So usage of minimal 

subset of M feature reduces the usage space according to a particular evaluation process. The dimensionality 

reduction leads to the conversions of n dimensional dataset to M- dimensional one in which this relation exists. 

(M<=N) 

Z=f(Y) 
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Y shows the main dataset patterns with n dimensional space. Z shows the converted patterns with M 

dimensional space. Some of the benefits for conversion  and the data reduction are 

• Removal of redundancy 

• Compression set of data 

• Design a data model with the help of Efficient Feature selection and good understanding of patterns 

generated. 

• Visualization of data in high dimensional way on low space of dimension for data mining. 

 

Wrapper Approach: 

Wrappers are based on hypothesis values are assigned to weight vectors and performance are compared of 

machine learning algorithm. Greedy search method is applied to a subset of feature from the total space of the 

entire feature. Train the data to evaluate feature subset. Wrapper mechanism is the computational cost involved 

is the main drawback. 

 

Literature Review: 

Mehdi Naseriparsa investigated how lung cancer data set to eliminate irrelevant features based on two 

minority  sets of classes (CLASS A- CLASS C). Applying SMOTE(Synthetic minority over sampling 

technique) application for two times, the distribution of the two minority classes gets balanced. SMOTE re 

sampling is used to work on the sample domain and increase the variety of sample domain and balance the 

distribution of classes in the data set. Experiments and evaluation metrics show that performance improved 

while feature space reduced more than a half. This metrics leads to lower the cost. 

Ron Kohavi proposed wrapper for feature subset selection, wrapper method searches for an optimal feature 

subset tailored to a particular algorithm and domain. Significant improvement in accuracy is achieved for some 

data sets for the two families of induction algorithm used  that is decision tree and Naïve Bayes. Based on 

decision tree each node is connected to nodes that have one feature deleted or added. It is mainly used state 

space search for feature subset selection.  For accuracy estimation to execute  cross- validation more times from 

sample datasets, whether the duplication or irrelevant data sets present or not.  And it is mainly used to learn less 

with less timing. 

Amir – Masoud Bidgoli investigated classification algorithm to improve the performance of resampling and 

Feature selection. Here investigation give the report to consider two value A and   B.   B  value is consider as 

reduction value with uncertainty. It is measured by its entropy(X). A value is known value the uncertainty value 

of B and Known value of A. A is given by some conditions, This conditional entropy of B given A,   X(B/A), 

the formula is 

SM = X(B) – X(B/A) = X(A) – X(A/B) 

SM is symmetrical measure. The information gained about B after monitoring A is equal to the gained 

information about A after monitoring B. 

D.Asir Antony Gnana Singh  investigated his literature review of Feature selection methods  for high 

dimensional data represented hybrid is the combination of filter and wrapper based approach. For example gene 

selection is applied in Feature Selection algorithm for medical diagnosis system. High dimensional space and 

filtered features are fed into the wrapper approach. Relevant data’s are applied in significant features with frame 

work. Relevant data’s are applied in both sequential forward searching and also applied in extended sequential 

forward search with floating search. This selection method uses the information gain for ranking the significant 

features, here gentetic algorithm is also use dthe searching strategy. This searching strategy is fully supported 

the vector machine. 

 Seyyid Ahmed Madjahed Proposed Framework of optimization based for feature selection, in this 

proposal SVM approach , begin the process and random number solution is generated  = (C V)  then 

construct the support vector model then calculate the E(X) . E(X) is nothing bur random number. Hold out the 

process is started, split the data set into learning and testing set, after testing generate another solution from the 

previous  =1 (C V)  then create of support vector model and calculate E( ) and  random number. if 

the number s lesser than zero if it is false exp(-^E/T)> random number is tested if it is true save the learning set . 

If it is false it can be assigned as T=T*  and stabilization is tested and also end the process. 

Dash .M.Liu investigated the Consistency measures. The recommended measure S is an inconsistency rate 

over the dataset for a represented feature set. Feature Subset S with mx1,mx2,………..m ,Values for features 

x1,x2,……….  respectively there are at most mx1,mx2,………..m  patterns 

Definition of consistency measure are all datas are inconsistency rate, it is calculated by the method of  
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1. A pattern is defined inconsistent , consider two instances are match all for example  Instance causes 

inconsistency (0,1,1) and (0,1,0). When two features take the same values in the two instance class values are 

varie, last value of the attribute in the instance. 

2. The rate of inconsistency of subset feature is S(Ir(S)) is the sum count of all inconsistency counts, all 

patterns of the feature subset that appears in the data divided by P. 

Here evaluation measures are entirely different from various measures, data sets are trained heavily and use 

the minimum feature bias in choose a subset of feature. These measures got the answer of minimal size  subset 

that satisfies the acceptable inconsistency rate, that is usually set by the user. This is called filter methods, their 

subset indepence from any particular classifier, used the choosed features output by the feature selection 

method. 

D.Demble proposed Micro array data set technology allows viewing the genetics and gene impact profiling 

at the genome level. And search method is used to which genes involved in a disease selecting particular subset 

gene often monitoring and analyzing, analyzing subset data which goes to error. Searching is done in database. 

Stimulate the microarray data with same characteristics. This data are commonly produced by current platform. 

The behavior and control the datasets are generated. Characteristics of micro array data’s are 

1. There are usually more genes with low intensities than genes with high intensities. One possible 

explanation for this observation is a non-response of all genes to given biological conditions. 

2. The [Math Processing Error]log2-intensities of microarray data usually vary between zero and 20. 

Expression values are the results of 16- or 20-bit float per pixel images, representing probes on arrays. 

3. Under similar biological conditions, the expression level of a gene varies around an average value. 

Exceptionally different values will be due to technical problems. 

4. The total number of DE genes depends on the biological conditions used. The number of over-

regulated and under-regulated genes may be different. 

5. The variability observed for weakly expressed genes is larger than that observed for highly expressed 

genes. This is mitigated with today’s scanners and tools. However, genes which are not really expressed still 

have non-zero values, and strongly expressed genes (saturated) receive a single value corresponding to the 

maximum level of quantificatio 

6. This model is very flexible and allows one to generate data with similar characteristics to the data 

commonly produced by current platforms. We showed a commented example of its possible use. We considered 

the case of data from two biological conditions. This model can be extended to multiple biological conditions in 

different ways: (a) modify to take into account additional biological conditions and several levels for the 

parameters, [Math Processing Error]μde and [Math Processing Error]σde, and (b) use as is, then place data side 

by side. 

L.Ladha, investigated “Feature selection methods and Algorithm “ Feature selection methods are mainly 

used in High dimensional data sets. It is commonly used in machine learning concept. Feature subset of 

available data’s are selected for application learning algorithm. We consider two ways, that is one is forward 

selection and backward selection here we consider embedded scheme. The Inducer has is own Forward 

selection Algorithm. To induce logical conjuctions  and gives example of this embedding. Again repeating that 

two algorithms are sequential Forward Selection Algorithm(SFS) and Sequential Backward Elimination 

Alorithm (SBE). 

Sequential forward Selections are followed in this way 

1.Start with the empty set Y0={ } 

2.Select the next best feature X+ =argmax[J(Yk+X)];x¢Yk  

3.Update Yk+1=Yk+ X 

4. k=k+1 

5. .Goto 2 

Sequential Backward Eliminations are followed in this way 

1.Start with the full set Y0=X  

2.Remove the worst feature X- =arg max[J(Yk-X)];x Yk 

3.Update Yk+1=Yk- X- ; k=k+1 

4.Goto 2 

Dhiraj, K., Santanu Rath, K., and Pandey, A., 2009. Gene Expression Analysis Using clustering 

investigated Gene Application data is one of the main Application Biomedical industries These author proposed 

two pattern recognition data and thirteen micro array data sets.These data sets are overlapping and non 

overlapping cluster boundaries. Taking the sample gene from 32 to 683 and the cluster ranges from two to 

eleven. Cluster accuracy are evaluated based on metrices to measure the performance of K means algorithm. 

Dr.C.Sundar   investigated in 2015, Journal of applied science and Research 11 (19) october  pages 46-49  

Word Alignment in Semi Monitoring techniques: 

The current methodology in novel semi-monitoring algorithm elaborated widely by utilizing IBM models 

with ruled EM algorithm. The manual of Partial alignment obtained  by automatically high dimensional data low 
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recall heuristics. Every monitor of semi supervised word aligners have different approaches use filter and 

wrapper methods  with held out manual alignments to tune the weights for making distinctions in models, with 

parameters and alignment of links from unsupervised word aligners as features . Several methods are proposed t 

to select feature selection method with small amount of sample data 

Dr.C.Sundar proposed the clustering and classification of data in the ways of  Data are placed into related 

groups without any knowledge  of the group is called as clustering. K-means algorithm has been developed in 

efficient manner to get the solution of clustering problem. Group of objects positions are accurately known 

when clustering algorithm is used. Normally initial goal is to find an optimal method to divide the clustering 

objects. Classification is a technique in mining used to predict membership of group for instance data. 

Steps of K-Means Algorithm 

K-means algorithm are explained below. It is normally  

in short iterations. But will take significantly long time for iteration if the number of data points 

and the dimension of each data is high. 

Step 1: The cluster centroids choose k random points. 

Step 2: The closest centroid, for every point p in the data, assigns it. That is compute d(p, Mci) 

for all clusters, and assign p to cluster C* where distance (d(P, Mc*) <= d(P, Mci)) 

Step 3: The center point of each cluster recomputed, based on all points assigned to say cluster. 

Step 4: Repeat steps 2 & 3 until there is convergence. (Note: Convergence can mean 

repeating for a fixed number of times, or until SEnew - SEold <= e, where e is some small constant, the 

meaning being that we stop the clustering if the new squared error objective is sufficiently close to the old SE.) 

 

Conclusion: 

In this paper several Feature Selection methods proposed by various researchers were analyzed. Based on 

the analysis of previous research works, the best of subset based methods are identified and micro subset 

evaluation is done based on information gain process. Redundancy data is filtered. Taking sample data as re-

sampling process with data  are selected based on Feature Selection and high dimensional space with suitable 

clustering approach.  Data are clustered and classified based on  K-means Algorithm.Consistency measures have 

been identified in the review based on inconsistence data. It was observed that if an FS algorithm is efficient 

with high dimensional data with two possibilities: the data set is intrinsically difficult to predict and  FS 

algorithm applied  is efficient with specific data set. And also analyze the micro array technology to view the 

gene impact and the characteristics of micro array data sets. 
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